New programming model

Session Topic or Project

During the session we will present new programming model which facilitates proper development of application layer on top of Hyperledger Fabric. We will cover new syntax and new model for SDKs and chaincode shims.

Session Leader

Artem Barger, IBM, Hyperledger Fabric Maintainer

Time Slots and Spaces

Experience Level of Participants

Hyperledger Fabric maintainer

Session Language

Russian

Programming Language(s)

- [x] C / C++
- [x] Go
- [x] Java
- [x] Javascript
- [ ] Python
- [ ] Rust
- [ ] Other

Other Prerequisites

The Plan

The Goals
Goal is to explore new SDK and chaincode shim programming model which aims to facilitate application layer development on top of Hyperledger Fabric platform.

Software to Install Before

Special Equipment Required